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Abstract— The problem of blind user spatial signature es-
timation using the parallel factor (PARAFAC) analysis model
is addressed in the context of applications to wireless com-
munications. A time-varying user power loading in the uplink
mode is proposed to enable identifiability and application of
PARAFAC analysis. Identifiability issues are carefully studied and
two blind spatial signature estimation algorithms are developed.
The first technique is based on the PARAFAC fitting trilinear
alternating least squares (TALS) regression procedure, while the
second one makes use of the joint approximate diagonalization
algorithm. These techniques do not require any knowledge of
the propagation channel and/or sensor array manifold and are
applicable to a more general class of scenarios than earlier blind
approaches to spatial signature estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

The use of antenna arrays at base stations has recently
gained much interest due to their ability to combat fading,
increase system capacity and coverage, and mitigate inter-
ference. In the uplink communication mode, signals from
different users can be separated at the base station antenna
array based on the knowledge of their spatial signatures [1]-
[3]. However, user spatial signatures are usually unknown at
the base station and, therefore, have to be estimated.

Traditional (non-blind) approaches to spatial signature esti-
mation make use of training sequences which are periodically
transmitted by each user and are known at the base station
[2]. However, the use of training sequences reduces the rate
of transmission of information symbols and, as a result, blind
spatial signature estimation algorithms are of great interest.

There are several blind approaches to spatial signature
estimation. The most common one is based on the parametric
modeling of spatial signatures using direction of arrival (DOA)
parameters [1], [3], [4]. However, these approaches may be
highly inefficient because they may involve a high number of
parameters and additionally require precise array calibration.

Other popular approaches to blind spatial signature estima-
tion do not use any DOA-based model of spatial signatures
but, instead of it, make use of the cyclostationary nature of
the communication signals [5] or higher-order statistics [6].
However, the cyclostationarity and non-Gaussianity assimp-
tions may severely limit the practical application of these

methods. For example, the method of [5] requires that all users
have different cyclic frequencies. The latter condition implies
that the users must have different carrier frequencies and/or
baud rates [5].

In this paper, we develop a new approach to blind spatial
separation using PARAFAC analysis [7]-[10]. A time-varying
user power loading is exploited to obtain multiple spatial
covariance matrices, as required for the PARAFAC model. Out
method is free of any of the aforementioned limitations of the
earlier blind techniques.

II. DATA MODEL

Let an array of K sensors receive signals from M narrow-
band sources. The K × 1 snapshot vector of antenna array
outputs can be written as

y(n) = As(n) + v(n) (1)

where A = [a1, . . . ,aM ] ∈ CK×M is the matrix of
the user spatial signatures, am = [a1,m, . . . , aK,m]T ∈
CK×1 is the spatial signature of the mth user, s(n) =
[s1(n), . . . , sM (n)]T ∈ CM×1 is the vector of the user
waveforms, v(n) = [v1(n), . . . , vK(n)]T ∈ CK×1 is the
vector of additive spatially and temporally white Gaussian
noise, and (·)T denotes the transpose. Assuming that there
is a block of N snapshots available, the model (1) can be
written as

Y = AS + V (2)

where Y = [y(1), . . . ,y(N)] ∈ CK×N is the array data
matrix, S = [s(1), . . . , s(N)] ∈ CM×N is the user waveform
matrix, and V = [v(1), . . . ,v(N)] ∈ CK×N is the sensor
noise matrix. A quasi-static channel is assumed throughout the
paper. This assumption means that the spatial signatures are
block time-invariant (i.e., the elements of A remain constant
over any block of N snapshots).

Assuming that the user signals are uncorrelated with each
other and the sensor noise, the array covariance matrix of the
received signals can be written as

R � E{y(n)yH(n)} = AQAH + σ2I (3)
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where Q � E{s(n)sH(n)} is the diagonal covariance matrix
of the signal waveforms, σ2 is the sensor noise variance, I is
the identity matrix, and (·)H denotes the Hermitian transpose.

The problem studied in this paper is the estimation of the
matrix A from noisy array observations Y .

III. PARAFAC MODEL

First of all, we need to clarify that by identifiability we
mean the uniqueness (up to inherently unresolvable source per-
mutation and scale ambiguities) of all user spatial signatures
given the exact covariance data. Identifiability in this sense is
impossible to achieve with only one known covariance matrix
(3) because the matrix A can be estimated from Ry only up to
an arbitrary unknown unitary matrix [9]. The approach we will
use to provide a unique user spatial signature estimation will
be based on an artificial user power loading and PARAFAC
analysis. Therefore, next we explain how this model is related
to our problem.

Let us divide uniformly the whole data block of N snapshots
into P sub-blocks, so that each sub-block contains Ns = �N

P �
snapshots, where �x� denotes the largest integer less than x.
We fix the transmit power of each user within each sub-block
while changing it artificially between different sub-blocks.

We stress that the proposed artificial user power loading
does not require precise synchronization among the users,
but the users should roughly know the boundaries of epochs
over which the powers are kept constant. Therefore, a certain
level of user coordination is required. Using the proposed
power loading, the received snapshots within any pth block
correspond to the following covariance matrix

R(p) = AQ(p)AH + σ2I (4)

where Q(p) is the covariance matrix of the user waveforms
in pth sub-block. Using all P sub-blocks, we will have P
different covariance matrices {R(1), . . . ,R(P )}. Note that
these matrices differ from each other only because the signal
waveform covariance matrices Q(p) differ from one sub-block
to another.

In practice, the noise power can be estimated and then
subtracted from the covariance matrix (4). Let us stack the P
matrices R(p) − σ2I , p = 1, . . . , P together to form a three-
way array R which is natural to call the covariance array.
The (i, l, p)th element of such an array can be written as

ri,l,p � [R]i,l,p =
M∑

m=1

ai,mνm(p)a∗
l,m (5)

where νm(p) � [Q(p)]m,m is the power of the mth user in
the pth sub-block and (·)∗ denotes the complex conjugate.
Defining the matrix P ∈ RP×M as

P �




ν1(1) . . . νM (1)

...
. . .

...
ν1(P ) . . . νM (P )





we can write the following relationship between Q(p) and P

Q(p) = Dp{P } (6)

for all p = 1, . . . , P . In (6), Dp{·} is the operator which builds
a diagonal matrix by selecting the pth row and putting it on
the main diagonal while putting zeros elsewhere.

Equation (5) implies that ri,l,p is a sum of rank-1 triple
products. If M is sufficiently small, equation (5) represents
a low-rank decomposition of R. Therefore, the problem of
spatial signature estimation can be reformulated as the problem
of low-rank decomposition of the three-way covariance array
R.

IV. PARAFAC MODEL IDENTIFIABILITY

In this section, we study identifiability of the PARAFAC
model-based spatial signature estimation. Towards this end,
we discuss conditions under which the trilinear decomposition
of Ry is unique. Identifiability conditions on the number of
sub-blocks and the number of array sensors are derived.

We start with the definition of the matrix Kruskal rank [7].
DEFINITION: The Kruskal rank (or k-rank) of a matrix C

is kC if and only if every kC columns of C are linearly
independent, and either C has kC columns or C contains a
set of kC +1 linearly dependent columns. Note that k-rank is
always less than or equal to the conventional matrix rank. It
can be easily checked that if C is full column rank, then it is
also full k-rank.

Using (6) and assuming that the noise term is subtracted
from the matrix R(p), we can rewrite (4) as

R(p) = ADp(P )AH (7)

for all p = 1, . . . , P . Let us introduce the matrix

Ra �




AD1(P )AH

...
ADP (P )AH



 = (P 
 A)AH (8)

where 
 is the Khatri-Rao (column-wise Kronecker) matrix
product [8].

To establish identifiability, we have to obtain under which
conditions the decomposition (8) of the matrix Ra via matrices
P and A is unique (up to scaling and permutation ambigui-
ties). In [7], the uniqueness of trilinear decomposition for the
case of real-valued arrays has been established. These results
have been later extended to the complex-valued matrix case
[10]. In application to our particular PARAFAC problem, the
following theorem can be used [13]:

THEOREM 1: Consider a set of matrices (7). If for M > 1

kA + kP + kA∗ = 2kA + kP ≥ 2M + 2 (9)

then A and P are unique up to inherently unresolvable
permutation and scaling of columns, i.e., if there exists any
other pair {A,P } which satisfies (9), then this pair is related
to the pair {A,P } via

A = AΠ∆1, P = PΠ∆2

where Π is a permutation matrix, and ∆1 and ∆2 are diagonal
scaling matrices satisfying

∆1∆∗
1∆2 = I
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For M = 1, A and P are always unique, irrespectively of (9).
�

Note that the scaling ambiguity can be easily avoided by
taking one of the array sensors as a reference and normalizing
user spatial signatures with respect to it. The permutation
ambiguity is unremovable but it is usually immaterial because
typically the ordering of the estimated spatial signatures is
unimportant.

It is worth noting that condition (9) is sufficient for iden-
tifiability, and is necessary only if M = 2 or M = 3, but
is not necessary if M ≥ 4 [12]. Furthermore, for M > 1
the condition kP ≥ 2 becomes necessary [11]. In terms of the
number of sub-blocks, the latter condition requires that P ≥ 2.

The practical conclusion is that in the multiuser case,
not less than two covariance matrices must be collected to
uniquely identify A which means that the users have to change
their powers at least once during the transmission. Similarly,
it is necessary that K > 1.

The following result gives sufficient conditions for the
number of sensors to guarantee identifiability.

THEOREM 2: Suppose that

• The elements of A are drawn from distribution
PL(CKM ), which is assumed continuous with respect to
the Lebesgue measure in CKM ;

• The elements of P are drawn from distribution
PL(RPM ), which is assumed continuous with respect to
the Lebesgue measure in RPM .

Then

• For 1 < M ≤ P , the value of

K ≥ M + 2
2

(10)

is sufficient for almost-sure identifiability [14].
• For M > P and P ≥ 2, the value of

K ≥ 2M + 2 − P

2
(11)

is sufficient for almost-sure identifiability.

PROOF: The assumptions of Theorem 2 mean that the
following equalities hold almost surely [14]

kA = rank{A} = min(K,M) (12)

kP = rank{P } = min(P,M) (13)

Substituting (12) and (13) into (9), we have

2min(K,M) + min(P,M) ≥ 2M + 2 (14)

The following cases should be considered:

1) K ≥ M . In this case, kA = M . Furthermore, as P ≥ 2,
we have that kP ≥ 2. Therefore, condition (14) is always
satisfied.

2) K < M ; M ≤ P . In this case, kA = K, kP = M and
condition (14) becomes

2K + M ≥ 2M + 2

This inequality is equivalent to (10).

3) K < M ; M > P . In this case, kA = K, kP = P and
(14) can be written as

2K + P ≥ 2M + 2

This inequality is equivalent to (11).

The proof is complete. �

V. ESTIMATORS

We will now develop two techniques for blind spatial
signature estimation based on the PARAFAC model.

In practice, the exact covariance matrices R(p) are unavail-
able but can be estimated from the array snapshots y(n),
n = 1, . . . , N . The sample covariance matrices are given by

R̂(p) =
1

Ns

pNs∑

n=(p−1)Ns+1

y(n)yH(n), p = 1, . . . , P (15)

These matrices can be used to form a sample three-way
covariance array denoted as R̂.

If K > M , then the noise power σ2 can be estimated as
the average of the smallest K − M eigenvalues of the matrix

R̃ =
1
P

P∑

p=1

R̂(p) =
1
N

N∑

n=1

y(n)yH(n)

Then, the estimated noise component σ̂2I can be subtracted
from sub-blocks of the sample covariance array R̂.

To formulate our techniques, we will need “slices” of the
matrices R and R̂ along different dimensions [10]. That is,
let us define the matrices

R(i)
a � [ri,:,:] , R

(l)
b � [r:,l,:] , R(p)

c � [r:,:,p]

where i, l = 1, . . . , K; p = 1, . . . , P ; and ri,l,p � [R]i,l,p.
Similarly,

R̂
(i)
a � [r̂i,:,:] , R̂

(l)
b � [r̂:,l,:] , R̂

(p)
c � [r̂:,:,p]

where i, l = 1, . . . ,K; p = 1, . . . , P ; and r̂i,l,p � [R̂]i,l,p.
For the sake of notation convenience, let us introduce B �

AH and rewrite (8) as

Ra =




R(1)

a
...

R(K)
a



 = (P 
 A)B

In the same way, let us define the matrices

Rb �





R
(1)
b
...

R
(K)
b



 = (BT 
 P )AT

Rc �




R(1)

c
...

R(P )
c



 = (A 
 BT )P T
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and their sample estimates

R̂a �





R̂
(1)
a
...

R̂
(K)
a



 , R̂b �





R̂
(1)
b
...

R̂
(K)
b



 , R̂c �





R̂
(1)
c
...

R̂
(P )
c





Note that for the sake of simplicity, we will not exploit the fact
that our PARAFAC model is symmetric. That is, the matrices
A and B are assumed to be independent.

A. TALS estimator

The basic idea behind the TALS procedure for PARAFAC
fitting is to update each time a subset of parameters using
least square regression while keeping the previously obtained
estimates for the rest of parameters fixed. This alternating
projection-type procedure is iterated for all subsets of param-
eters until convergence is achieved [8], [10].

In application to our problem, the PARAFAC TALS proce-
dure can be formulated as follows.

• Step 1: Initialize P and A.
• Step 2: Find the estimate of B by solving the following

LS problem

B̂ = arg min
B

‖R̂a − (P 
 A)B‖2
F

whose analytic solution is given by

B̂ = (P 
 A)†R̂a

where (·)† denotes the matrix pseudoinverse. Set B = B̂.
• Step 3: Find the estimate of A by solving the following

LS problem

Â = arg min
A

‖R̂b − (BT 
 P )AT ‖2
F

whose analytic solution is given by

Â = R̂
T

b

(
(BT 
 P )†

)T

Set A = Â.
• Step 4: Find the estimate of P by solving the following

LS problem

P̂ = arg min
P

‖R̂c − (A 
 BT )P T ‖2
F

whose analytic solution is given by

P̂ = R̂
T

c

(
(A 
 BT )†

)T

Set P = P̂ .
• Step 5: Repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 several times (until

convergence is achieved) and then compute the final
estimate of A as Â = (A + BH)/2.

B. Joint Diagonalization-Based Estimator

Using ideas from [15], we can obtain the estimate of A
by means of a joint diagonalizer of the matrices R(p), p =
1, . . . , P .

The estimator can be formulated as the following sequence
of steps:

• Step 1: Calculate the eigendecomposition of R̃ and find
the estimate σ̂2 of the noise power as the average of the
K − M smallest eigenvalues of this matrix.

• Step 2: Compute the whitening matrix as

W = [(λ1 − σ̂2)−1/2g1, . . . , (λM − σ̂2)−1/2gM ]H

where {λm}M
m=1 are the largest (signal-subspace) eigen-

values of R̃ and {gm}M
m=1 are the corresponding eigen-

vectors.
• Step 3: Compute the prewhitened sample covariance

matrices as

Ĉ(p) = WR̂(p)W H , p = 1, . . . , P

• Step 4: Obtain a unitary matrix U as a joint diagonalizer
of the set of matrices {Ĉ(p)}P

p=1.
• Step 5: Estimate the matrix A as

Â = W †U (16)

Several efficient joint diagonalization algorithms can be
used in step 4, (for example, see [16]). However, it should
be pointed out that the joint diagonalization-based estimator
requires stronger conditions in terms of the number of sensors
as compared to the TALS estimator. Indeed, K ≥ M is
required in the latter technique [15], [16].

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, the performance of the developed blind
spatial signature estimators is compared with that of the
ESPRIT-like estimator [3] and the deterministic Cramer-Rao
bound (CRB) of the underlying problem [17].

Although the performance of the proposed blind estimators
is independent of array geometry, the ESPRIT-like estimator
is based on the uniform linear array (ULA) assumption.
Therefore, to compare the estimators in a proper way, we
assume a ULA of K = 10 omnidirectional sensors spaced half
a wavelength apart, and M = 2 BPSK user signals impinging
on the array from θ1 = −50◦ and θ2 = 15◦ relative to the
broadside. P = 10 sub-blocks are used in our techniques.
The user powers are changed between different sub-blocks
uniformly with the power change factor (PCF) of 1.2, where
P = SNR(E + PCF · D) and it is assumed that σ2 = 1.
Here, SNR is the average user SNR in a single sensor, E is the
matrix whose elements are all equal to one, and D is a random
matrix whose elements are uniformly and independently drawn
from the interval [−0.5, 0.5].

The estimator performance is compared in terms of the root
mean square error (RMSE)

RMSE =

√√√√ 1
LMK

L∑

l=1

‖Â(l) − A‖2
F (17)
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Fig. 1. RMSEs versus N .

where L = 100 is the number of independent simulation
runs and Â(l) is an estimate of A obtained from the lth run.
Note that the scaling and permutation ambiguities have been
eliminated by means of a proper ordering and normalizing the
columns of Â(l).

Following [3], we assume that the array gains and phases
are unknown, i.e., the received data are modeled as (2) with

A = ΓA0

where A0 is the matrix of nominal plane-wavefront user
spatial signatures and Γ is the diagonal matrix contain-
ing the array unknown gains and phases, i.e., Γ(γ) =
diag{g1e

jφ1 , . . . , gKejφK }. The unknown gains g1, . . . , gK

are independently drawn in each simulation run from the
uniform random generator with the standard deviation equal to
one, while the unknown phases φ1, . . . , φK are independently
and uniformly drawn from the interval [0, 2π).

Figure 1 displays the RMSEs of the estimators tested and
the CRB versus N for SNR = 10 dB. Figure 2 shows the
performances of the same estimators and the CRB versus the
SNR for Ns = 100.

We observe that both PARAFAC model-based estimators
perform substantially better than the ESPRIT-like estimator.
However, none of the estimators tested achieves the CRB.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The problem of blind user spatial signature estimation
using the parallel factor (PARAFAC) analysis model has been
addressed. A time-varying user power loading in the uplink
mode has been proposed to make the problem identifiable and
to enable the application of the PARAFAC analysis model.
Identifiability issues have been studied and two blind spatial
signature estimation algorithms have been developed. These
techniques have better performance than other known blind
approaches and are applicable to a more general class of
scenarios.
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